STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO TOP DRESSING

1. Mow your lawn short.

2. Remove the lawn clippings and any other debris.

3. Distribute the Topdress Mix evenly in rows around your lawn. Using the back of a rake (don’t want to rip into the surface) push and pull the Topdress.

4. Using a broom or garden rake, brush the soil so it moves through the blades of grass.

5. You want to make sure you allow the grass to poke through the Topdressing Mix. You do not want to smother it.

6. Water lightly 3 X’s daily for seven to ten days or until seed is germinated.

OPTIONAL:

- Overseed - to give your lawn thicker growth, better colour, control thatch and weeds.
- Fertilizer - to feed soil. Replace nutrients lost through winter damage, traffic, erosion.